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llEQ OYER WESTLAKE OHIO 

Mr.Robert Alaimo,who is a mgr.of Westlake Cleaners,on May 
6,1963 sighted a round star-like ufo over Westlake.It was as 
big as a half-dollar at arms length.It seemed to have a fall
ing motion at times.He saw it while he was on to his fiance's 
house.Se also saw the object.It went out of sight when a plane 
came from the opposite direction.He estimated it's altitude 
to be 2-3,000 feet.It also turned a red calor near the end 
of the sighting.Credit Mr.Allen Manak Cleve.UFOlogy Proj. 

IMPORTANT WARNING!!! THIS IS URGENT!!! 

The release of the new book The World of Flying Sa�cers 
by Donald H.Menzel and Lyle G.Boyd presents a new publ1c 
relations problem for all serious UFO investigat-ors .Menzel 
is notorious from his past writing on the subject; using 
twisted facts in order to prove his "ain't no such" hypoth
eses concerning the UFO. 

This ne� effort however,contains something that no preu
ious work has had;the book claims to contain "previously 
top-secret UFO records of the Air Force".Of course,it is 
obvious to the experienced investigator that the AF,if it 
releasee anything,would only release the easily explained 
reports,And yet to the unknowing public who gets the book, 
it will appear that Menzel and his compatriate have explained 
all cases in the AF files. 

The Science Fiction Book Club,in reviewing t�e book,calls 
jt "The first book to approach the subject from a true,scient
tific viewpoint". To anyone who has read Prof.C.A.Maney & 

Richard Hall's The Challenge of UFOs,this claim is,of course 
uterly absurd.However,to the unknowing reader with no other 
reference,this statement may be accepted on face value.As you 
no doubt now can see,this does present a challenge to us. 

We've ·got to let the public know that Menzel & Boyd effort 
represent only one side of the story.This challenge must be 

met � ,before the book does any damage.It's up to the UFO

logists.Do we meet it? 

(IMPORTANT • . •  IT IS URGENT THAT THIS BE REPRINTED IN ALL UFO 
PUBLICATIONS----thank you,Allen Greenfield Chairman Newspaper 
Comm. Regular Look�:�see editor. 

SEND THOSE REPORTS TO SUMMER LOOK-SEE HQ-3403 West 119th Street 
Cleveland 11,0hio.Ricky Hilberg Chairman Proj.Comm.Summer ed. 


